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Revolution – Reform – Relativity – (Re)Play 

 
Course Description: 
Our studies in this course cover four broad periods of British literature—Romantic, Victorian, Modernist 
and Post-Modern—each of which will be anchored for us by a novel. In addition, we will read one play 
and a selection of poetry. Unsurprisingly, the complexity of each of these four eras, and the diversity of 
the literature produced during them, is difficult to represent in a 14-week survey course. However, with 
the help of four "Rs"—Revolution, Reform, Relativity, (Re)play—we'll attempt to manage our 
investigations. On a surface level, each "R" corresponds with an era: 

 Revolution: Most scholars agree that Romantic thought and literature were profoundly 
influenced by both the French and the Industrial Revolutions. 

 Reform: One could characterize the Victorian age as a period punctuated by a succession of 
political, social and cultural reforms (or calls for reform), ranging from the Reform Bill of the 
1830s, which increased the number of men entitled to vote, to growing demands, later in the 
century, that voting rights be further extended—this time even to include women! 

 Relativity: Many Modernist writers represent reality as fractured and non-linear. Their style 
emerged for many reasons, but it is hardly coincidental that Einstein articulated his challenge to 
notions of stable space and time just as destabilizing Modernist art forms began to develop. 

 (Re)Play: "Play" because Post-Modern expression is often playful, mischievous and ironic. 
"Replay" because such art often makes its mischief by citing—replaying—images, ideas and 
texts from an array of sources, both historical and contemporary, and from "high" and "low" 
culture. 

Such neat divisions are, however, little more than conveniences. Reform, for example, didn't begin with 
the Victorians, while fracture and fragmentation are as characteristic of Post-Modernism as they are of 
Modernism. Indeed, we may even find the standard academic divisions of Romanticism, Victorianism, 
Modernism and Post-Modernism problematic. Why is Jane Austen classed among the Romantic writers? 
Is Oscar Wilde's 1895 play The Importance of Being Earnestsimultaneously Victorian and Modernist? 
Could this play even be considered Post-Modern, despite being written a half-century or more in 
advance of the "beginning" of that particular cultural movement? 

 


